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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS

EASTERN DIVISION

Unit

S1tes

FEDERAL TRADE COMMSSION
Plaintiff;

42008

L-- MAV

2008

M. Co. Jr,
Distr

08CV2783
JUDGE DOW
MAG\STRATE JUDGE DENLOW

DATA BUSINSS SOLUTIONS

INe.,

el aI.

Defendants.

MOTION FOR
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING
TEMPRARY RESTRAINING ORDER WITH ASSET FREEZE AND OTHER
EQUITABLE RELIEF AND ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE WHY A PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION SHOULD NOT ISSUE
PLAINTIF'S

EX PARTE

INTRODUCTION
The Federal Trade Commssion C"FfC" ) asks this Court to bring an end to a scam that

sends fake invoices to small businesses and non- profit organizations across the countr. The

fake invoices look like annual bils

for the

domain names of the consumers ' Web sites.

Consumers who respond and send money receive absolutely nothing in return.

The defendants in this case operate covert)y out of Canada. The fake invoices and
accompanying payment envelopes use a Chicago addrss that is simply a mail drop. The checks

are then forwarded to another mail drp in the Toronto suburbs , where the defendants collect the

money. This scam has been opera6ng since at least 2004. We estimate that thousands

of

consumers have reeived these mailings and that the defendants have defrauded consumers out

of milions of dollars. The Better Business Bureau ("BBB" ) in Chicago has received a large
volume of complaints and has put the defendants on notice that these fake invoices
deceptive; yet the defendants continue to operate their scam and pocket consumers ' money.
The defendants ' mailings looks like typical invoices that consumers reeive for existing

accounts. These fake invoices consist of one two-sided sheet of paper and include infonnation

paricular to the consumers ' Internet Web sites , such as the consumers ' current domain name or

varant " domain names that is very similar to , and easily confused with , the consumer

,"
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with a due date.

They

payments ranging anywhere from $35 to $300. The mailings include a self-

addressed payment envelope, as wen.

Buried on the back of the invoice is a disclosure which states that the mailing is a
solicitation , not a biU. It seems plain that this " disclosure " is in no way intended to cure the

gross deception present in this case, but instead is nothing more than an effort to forestall the

inevitable attention of law enforcement. The evidence shows that many consumers do not notice
this language and make payments to the defendants under the false impression that they owe the
company money for maintaining their domain name registrations. Of course; in many cases
those who pay the biUs ar

not the

same people that handle the Internet needs of the businesses

and therefore do not realize that these invoices are not from their actual domain name registrar.
Moreover, the scam operates on volume and is stil

profitable

even if some consumers do read

carefully and do not pay. Those who mistakenly pay these fake invoices later receive "renewal
renewal notices " do not contain any disclosures at all.

notices;; seeking more money. The

The defendants ' fake invoices also claim that they perfonn the related service of " search
optimization " which supposedly prompts more people to visit the consumers ' Web sites. The

invoices say the defendants provide " domain name submission " to 20 or 25 "major searh
engines " the defendants ' supposed method for providing searh engine optimization services to
their customers. Defendats ' Web sites boast that their " searh optimization" services wil result

in a substantial increase in traffic , even directing mass traffic, to consumers ' Web sites. This is

wholJy false. According to Microsoft , the defendants ' claimed method for providing " search
optimization " wil not produce effective resuJts , let alone direct increased trfic

to customers

Web sites.

The defendants ' conduct violates the Federal Trade Commission Act (" FfC Acf'); which

prohibits unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce. 15 D.

C.

45(a). The

FTC asks this Court to enter a tempora restraining order ("TRO" ) bringing an immediate end
to these deceptive practices and freezing the defendants ' assets - including the checks that

every day at the Chicago mail drp

arve

- to preserve them so that money can be returned to victims

at the conclusion of this proceeding.

(;
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THE PARTIES

A.

The Federal Trade Commission

The FTC is an independent agency created by the FfC Act , 15

41- 58. The

C.

is charged with inter alia enforcement of Section 5(a) of the FTC Act , 15 D.

C.

FTC

45(a), which

prohibits unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce. The FTC is authorized to
initiate proceedings in any United States Distrct
of the FTC Act , and to secur

such

Court. by

its own attorneys , to enjoin violations

equitable relief as may be appropriate in each case. including

consumer redrss and disgorgement of HI- gotten

gains. 15 U.S. C.

53(b); 57b.

Defendants
Defendant Data Business Solutions Inc.; also d//a Internet Listing Service Corp. , ILS
Corp. , ILCORP. NET , Domain Listing Service Corp., DLS Corp. , and DLSCORP. NET

("Internet Listing Service " colJectively), is an Ontaro corporation. ! Since 2004 , Internet listing
Service has concealed its actual )ocation by maintaining mail drops in Chicago. 2 The corporate

defendant has transacted business in the United States , including this district.

Ati Balabanian . Isaac Benlolo , and Kirk Mulveney are officers and/or principals of

Internet Listing Service. Balabanian is the president , vice president of operations , and a director
of Internet Listing Servce. 3 He is responsible for opening the mail drops in Chicago , where most
consumers send their payments. 4 Benlolo is a principal of Internet Listing Service. All of the

mail received at the currnt

Chicago mail

drop; including customers ' payments , is shipped to

Ben)o)o s attention at another UPS store in Markham, Ontaro. Benlolo has made payments on
behalf of Internet Listing Service to its domain name registrar. 6 Mulveney is also a principal of

the company! serves as Internet Listing Service s contact with its domain name registrr , and has

loI PX 32 (Krause

De. 4f 4. 6, AUs. A , C).

!d. PX 24 (Uphus Dec. Au. B) (example of return envelope).

PX 32 (Krause Dec. 1J 7 , AU. D); PX 2 , 3.
4 PX 32 (Krause Dec. TJ4 , 6 , Arts. A , C).
ld.

at 1" 4 ,

An. B.

ld.

at 19. Atts. H. L
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made payments to its domain name registrar on behalf of the company. 7 Mulveney is also listed

as the registrant contact for many of the varant

domain

names that Internet Listing Service

registered unbeknownst to consumers. All three individuals ar actively involved in the
corporation s business , and in the deceptive acts and practices a)Jeged in the complaint.

III.

DEFENDANTS' DECEPTIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES
Since at least August 2004 , the defendants have been mailing fake invoices to consumers

across the United States, defrauding thousands out of what is likely to amount to millons of
dol1ars. 9 Targeting primarly small businesses and not-far-profit organizations, the defendants
mailings ar carfully crafted to look Jike bils from the consumers ' current domain nam
providers (or their agents). 10 Samples of the mailngs are attached as Plaintiffs Exhibit 1.
Through their mailings , the defendants falsely claim that (1) the defendants have a

prexisting relationship with the reipient; (2) consumers owe them money for mantaining
registration of their domain names; (3) the defendants wil

provide continued

registration of the

consumer s current domain name and (4) the defendants wil provide " searh optimization
services. All of these claims are

compJetely false. II

A. Defendants Misrepresnt that There is a Preexisting Relationship
Defendants ' fake invoices Jead consumers to believe that they have a preexisting business

relationship with defendants.

Listed at the top of the document's front page is either the

consumer s own CUITnt domain name or a varant domain name

one that is very similar to , and

easily confused with , the consumer s actual domain name. n This is immediately followed by a

7 Id.

at Cj 9,

Atts. F, G.

Id.

at Att. F.

Id.

at 9( 4 ,

Att. A; PX 5- 21 (consumers received mailings between Dec. 2004- Jan. 2008).

10 PX 23 (Stephan Doc. TJ 5 , II));
11 PX 5- 26 (never reeived

any

see also

PX 5. 7- 10. 12-

, 16-

26 (same).

services).

12 PX 27 (Jodlowska (BBB) Dec.

18); PX 20 (Parsons Dec. Cj 10); PX 10, 12 ,

13

, 17

26.

10. 19, 26 (varant domain
PX 12 (Held Dec. Cj 12) (varant domain name); PX 7
naes); PX 9 (Fetzer Dec. 13, Atts. A , C) (consumer s actual domain name listed).
13

See, e.
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specific number , comprised of two letters followed by between seven and nine numbers , that is
referrd to as an " Account

Customer Number; " or "Reference Number. )' Use of this

Number

individualized account number, along with infonnation particular to the consumer s Internet Web
site , suggests that the consumer is an existing customer.
3d 1196 ,

See FTC

v.

Cyberspace. com LLC , 453

1201 (9th Cir. 2006). Thus , these fake invoices directJy imply a prior or ongoing

business relationship, and consumer complaints and declarations establish that this is the

impression with which most consumer victims ar left.

In the midde of the back page of the fake invoice , there is a disclaimer which states ' 'TilS
IS NOT A BILL. THIS IS A SOLICITATION. YOU AR UNDER NO OBLIGATION TO PAY THE AMOUNT
STATED ABOVE UNLSS YOU ACCEP THIS

OFF." This disclosure is insufficient to cure the

deception caused by the overall net impression that the document is an invoice.
the

FTC

Furthermore

has had ex.perience with similar scams and the Ninth Circuit has found that a disclosure

alone does not negate other factors that mislead consumers about the sender s intention.
discussed more fully in Section IV.

l below , this single disclosur is insuffcient to cure

the

deception created by the overall imprssion that the mailing is an invoice.
After consumers make the initial payment to the defendants; they receive subsequent

renewal notices ,,16 or e.mails 17 each year requesting additional payments. These later maiHngs

do not contain the disclosure that is printed in the original mailing.

B.

Defendants :Msrepresent tht Consumers

Owe Money

Defendants ' fake invoices request payments ranging from $35 to $75 , with package prices
of up to $300 that supposedly offer the " best vaJue."19 Most of the defendants ) mailing is devoted

j 4 PX 8, 10, 13, 17, 23, 25 (does not remember seeing disclosure).

Cyberspace. com 453 F. 3d at 1198 , 1201. the Ninth Circit held that varous elements
including the use of an invoice and account number, suggested the existece of a preexisting business
relatioD!ihip despite disdosures to the contrar on both the invoices and the checks.
15 In

16 PX 5 , 8.

, 12 , 15.

!7 PX 16,

24 (reeived e-mail that resembled invoice and requested a renewal payment).

21 (consumers received renewals and/or fmal notices).

IS PX 10 (Fowler-Trinchera Dec. 112 , Att. C , D , G); PX 9 (Fetzer Dec. '18 , Att. C).
Ig. PX 5 26

(varous amounts);

see also

PX 19 (Nilsson Dec. AU. C) ($300 for 5 years of service).
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to addressing payment - leaving consumers with the impression that they owe the defendants the

amount requested. The mailing is a one-page document , with text on both sides; that looks like a
be tom off and returned with the consumer
payment , and a self- addrssed payment envelope. 20 The text on the front page includes bold
bil and even includes a perforated bottom; to

headings like " HOW TO MAKE PAYMENT" and "PAYMENT INFORMTION )' along

with the pariculars. The terms " payment

payable" are employed seven Urnes on the front

" or

page of the document alone. . The front page even includes a "pay by "

date.'

Of course consumers believe that the payment they are asked to make is needed in orer
to keep active their currt domain names.
consumers ar being biled as " WEBSITE

The maiHng identifies the services for which

ADDRESS LISTING. "

This heading

itself suggests

that the services relate to the registration of the consumer s current domain name , which is listed

at the top of the invoice. The names Internet Listing Servce and Domain Listing Service
likewise suggest that the company provides domain name registration services.

Defendants :Msrepreent that They wil Provide Continued Registration of
the Consumer s Current Domain Name

The defendants ar

not the consumers '

cUInt providers , nor do consumers owe them

money for the continued registrtion of their domain names. These consumers already have

domain names and do not need to obtain them from the defendants. To add insult to injury, some
consumers not only lose money after paying the defendants , but also lose their Web sites because
they fail to pay their currnt

providers and

their currnt registrations

lapse.

Most consumers who make payments to the defendants do not receive any domain name
registration services whatsoever from the defendants. 24 Only in extremely rar instances , when

20 Examples of mailngs at PX 1.
21 PX 20 (Parsons De.

See also

PX 9 , 13 (Fetzr Dec. 13).

TI 4. 10).

22 PX 8 (Davis Dec.

11 4) (mailing " had a sense of urgency ); PX 5, 9,
gave impression that they had to pay to renew their Web site service).

17,

26 (mailing

23 PX 20 (Parsons Dec. Tl6- , 11) (lost domai name).
24 PX 21 (Schetrmpt
(reeived no

services).

Dee.

1S); PX 8 (Davis Dec. Cj 10); PX 6 , 7 , 10 , 12

18

23.
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consumers contact the defendants via e-mail , does the company even offer to provide such
services. 25

Curously, defendants began registering some varant domain names in November 2006,
over two years afr

they

began operating. But those registrations ar wortless to consumers.

First, consumers who have these varant domain names registered never even know that these

new domain names exist. Consumers have only made payments to defendants because they
mistook these domain names to be their own due to the confusing similarties in the domain
names. In fact , many consumers do not realize that they have been mistakenly paying for these
varant domain names for year. 2fi Morever) even in the unlikely event that consumers did know

about these varant domain names) they hold no rights to the domain names , nor do they have the
abilty to access and utiHze

them. This is because the domain names do not belong to the

consumers; instead , the defendats hold the rights to them. 27 Thus , registering these varant

domain names does not benefit the consumer victims.

D. Defendants' Mirepresent that Tbey wil

Provide "Search

Optimization

Although consumers typical1y make payments to the defendants beause they believe that

they are being biled by their actual domain name registration provider , a small subset of

consumers make payments to the defendants solely for the supposed " searh optimization

services mentioned in the fake invoices?!. The defendants ' mailing indicates that the service

search engines," Consumers
understand this to be searh engine optimization services. 29 The defendants ' Web sites further

INCLUDES. . . domain name submission "

to 20 or 25 Hmajor

boast that by submittng customers ' Web sites to search engines like GoogJe , Yahoo , MSN , and

25 PX 31 (Long Dec. 17).

2b PX 12 (Held Dec.

112); PX 7

19 (sonne); PX 10 (Fowler- TrincheraDec.

TI 11- 14).

21 Only a domain name s registrant is given the password and usemame information needed to
access the web page. As the registrant, defendants could have licensed the use of the domain name , but
they did not take any of the necessa steps to do so. PX 28 (Prtz (ICANN) 16 (registrant holds
exclusive rights to domain name unless the registrant licenses the domain naIe and provides the corct
contact infonntion to ICAN); PX 30 (Christiansen (Wild West) Dec. ' 4).
Z8 PX 21 (Schetmpt Dec.
'I 3); PX 6 (Bosse Dec. 16).
,9 Id,
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services wil U substantially

traffc " to consumers ' Web sites to help them " reach an enormously

larger viewing population than ever before.',30 Some mailings also promise to provide periodic
search engine position and ranking " reports as well?'
Accordng to Microsoft, however , defendants ' supposed method for providing search

engine optimization services is ineffective. The only truly effective searh engine optimization
services ar

more involved

than just submitting domain names and keywords to search engines,

and require editing the Hfrv code and the actual content of the Web siteY The defendants do
not claim to do either of these things; and there is no indication that they have ever done so.

Therfore , defendants ' claims to provide " searh optimization " that wil substantially increase
and direct mass traffc to consumers ' Web sites
Not surrisingly;

ar false?3

consumers who paid defendants in the hopes of increasing traffic to their

Web sites noticed no difference in the number of hits on their sites. 4 Moreover , customers who
were told they wouJd reeive " quarrly

searh engine

position and raking reports " did not

receive any such reports.

E. Consumers ' Unnecessary Payments and Diffculties

Obtaning Refunds

Many consumers fail to realize that they have been makng unnecessar payments to the

defendants; in many cases for years. But even for consumers who figure out that they have ben
scammed , the defendants have mad it very difficult to obtain refunds. Consumers ar typically

unable to find a telephone number for the company3j\ and those who have tried to e-mail the
30

See, e.g.

PX 21 (Schetrompt Dec. Att. A); PX 29 (Grote (Micrsof)

31 PX 21 (Schetrompt Dec.

Dec. ,

Atts. A , B).

fl3) (mailing promised quarerly reorts).

12 PX 29 (Grote (Microsoft) Dec.

15).

J3 Although it also appears that defendants have created " link pages " that list Web sites
Microsoft's review of those pages has confinned that such pages ar also unlikely to change a
site s search engine ranking. PX 29 (Grote (Microsoft) Dec. 1j 7).
34 PX 21 (Schetrompt Dec. Tl4 , 8); PX 24 (Uphus Doc.

112); PX 6 (Bosse Dec. n

35 PX 21 23 (did not receive any quarrly reports).

36 PX 8

26 (could not find any contact information).

8- 11).

;;
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company sometimes received messages back stating that the e-mail addrss is no longer active or
their e-maiJ attempt failed "because the user s mailfolder is fuU:

When consumers did manage

to communicate with the company s representative , they report that they usually had to make
numerous requests before receiving a refund.

Some consumers only receive paral refunds.

When the BBB contacted the company about consumer complaints , the responses it received
were " short fragmented and (did) not address the core issues of deception rased in consumers
complaints. ,04 Some consumers became so frstrated

with the

whole process that they eventually

gave up or put stop payments on their checks to defendants , thus incurrng fees from their
banks.

The

FTC

has submitted the declarations of twenty- two representative consumers who

were misled into sending money to defendants.

IV.

ARGUMENT

The FIC seeks injunctive reJief to prevent further ilegal conduct pending final resolution

of this case. The FfC also seeks an asset freeze and an accounting to preserve the possibility of
effective final relief. As discussed beJow , this Court has full authority to enter the relief sought
by the FTC , and the facts strongly support such relief.

This Court Has the Authority to Grat the Relief Requeste
A district cour may issue injunctions to enjoin vioJations of the FTC Act.
53(b);

128 F. 3d 530, 534 (7th Cir. 1997);

FTC v. Febre,

See

15 U.S.

FTC v. World Travel Vacation Brokers

Inc. 861 F. 2d 1020 , 1028 (7th Cir. 1988). Implicit in the Cour s authority to grant injunctions is

the power to grant "any
grante powers.

FTC

ancilar relief includes

ancilar
v.

equitable relief necessary to effectuate the exerise of the

Amy Travel Se1V. , Inc. 875 F. 2d 564 , 572 (7th Cir. 1989). Such

inter alia rescission of contracts restitution. disgorgement , freezing of

31 PX 16 (Johnson Dec. 16); PX 25 (Uwagba1e Dec. '

11) (mail box full.

35 PX 14 (Haline Dec. Tl7. 8); PX 16 (J ohoson Dec. TJ 7 , 8); PX 24 (Uphus Dec. 17); PX 5
(Baum Dec. 11 7);PX 18 (Lehman Dee.
, Att. A); PX 16 (Johnson Dec. '17).
J9 PX 20 (Parsons Dec. TJ 9. 12).

40 PX 27 (Jod1owska (BBB) Dec.
41 PX 8
42
See

26.

PX 5- 26.

1J14).

);

, Case 1 :08-cv- 02783

order redress as restitution or rescission)
appropriate) FTC v. Pantron I Corp.

(asset freze

FTC

v.

and appointment of

861 F. 2d at 1026 . 1031 (asset

World Travel,

33 F.3d 1088 .

Gas Corp. 748 F. 2d 1431 , 1432 (lith

S. Oil

H. N. Singer, Inc. 668 F. 2d

Cir. 1984)

13(b)). Courts appropriately invoke

receiver appropriate under

861 F. 2d at 1024- 28;

World Travel,

1107 .

frze

1102- 03 (9th Cir. 1994) (restitution and

the remedies of Section 13(b) in cases involving fraud.

v.
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1111 (9th Cir. 1982).

B. The FTC Is Overwhelmingly Likely to

Prvail on the Merits

The evidence submitted in support of the FfC' s motion for a IRO and Preliminar
Injunction establishes an overwheJming likelihood that the FT can prove that the defendants
have violated the FTC Act.

Defendants have violated Section 5 of the FTC Act
The defendants ' false claims about their services ar " deceptive acts or practices

prohibited by Section 5 of the FfC Act.

15 u.

See

45(a). The FTC can establish liability

c.

under Section 5 of the FrC Act by demonstrating " material representations likely to mislead a
reasonable consumer.

FTC

v.

Bay Area Bus. Council, Inc. 423 F. 3d 627 , 635 (7th Cir. 2005);

see also FTC v. QT, Inc. 448 F. Supp. 2d 908 957 (N. D. liI. 2(06). The FTC is not required to

Bay Area 423 F. 3d at 635. The FTC may demonstrate the deceptive

prove intent to deceive.

nature of adverising cJaims by

either: (1) demonstrating the falsity of the claims; or (2) showing

that the defendant Jacked a reasonable basis for makng the claims
, QT, Inc. 448 F. Supp. 2d at 958- 59;

FTC

v.

Sabal;

substantiation.

32 F. Supp. 2d 1004, 1007 (N. D. 111.

1998). Moreover, in deiding whether paricular statements or omissions ar

must look to the "net imprssion" of consumers.
Cir. 1992),

cert. denied,

507 U. S.

265 F. 3d 944 , 956 (9th Cir. 2001);

(N. D. Ind. 2000),
(N. D.

See Kraft, Inc.

909 (1993);

Cyberspace. com

v.

FTC,

deceptive , courts

970 F. 2d 311; 314 (7th

453 F. 3d at 1200;

FTC v. Think Achievement Corp.;

affd 312 F.3d 259 (7th Cir.

See

FTC v. U. S. Sales Corp.,

FTC v. Gil

144 F, Supp. 2d 993; 1010

785 F. Supp. 737, 745

Il. 1992).

43 Coutts in this disttct

FTC v. Spear
07 D 4541
Systems. Inc.. et al.,
07 C 5597 (N. D. Ill. Oct. 3, 2007);
FTC v. Sil Neutro.ceuticals
(N. D. Ill. Aug. 13, 2007);
FTC v. 120/94 Canada, Ltd. , el al. 04 C 7204 (N. D. III. Nov. 8 2004).
regularly enter

TROs in FfC fraud cases.

See, e.g. ,

, LLC,

'"

" "
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the defendants have violated Section 5 of the FfC Act.

The FTC has submitted the declarations of twenty- two representative consumers who were
misled by defendants '

false claims. It is clear that most consumers paid money to defendants

because the mailings misled them to believe defendants were their existing domain name
registrars and that they were required to pay them for the continued registration of their curent
domain names. Defendants '

mailngs include infonnation parcular to the consumers, including

either the consumer s current domain name or a " variant" domain name that is confusingly
similar. They also incJude individuaJized

account numbers comprised of two letters followed by

between seven and nine numbers , that ar referrd to as an " Account Number,

Customer

Number," or "Reference Number. " The use of the individualized account numbers implies a
preexisting relationship.

at 1201.

See Cyberspace. com

Although defendants ' original maHing contains a " disclosure'; in the middle of the back

page of the document , few consumers notice ths and ar

instead

left with the impression that the

maiJing is in fact a biB from their existing providers. Subsequent " renewal" notices do not
contain the disclosure at alL Such a disclaimer can not cure the deception created by the overall

appearce that themailingisaninvoice.

ld. atI200. Likewise , the defendants

disclaimer

can not legally be mailed at all under Postal regulations because it is not displayed in conspicuous
and contrasting boldface letters. in at Jeast 30-point type , and below each place on the invoice
where a payment amount is specified.

See

39 U.S. c.

3001(D) and 39 D.

C.

3005

Consumers who pay these fake invoices typically receive nothing in return. For the vast
majority of consumers , the defendants simply pocket the money and fail to provide the domain

name registration services for which consumers ar

led

to believe they ar paying. The

FTC

has

also submitted sworn declartions from representatives of Wild West Domains , Inc. , the domain
name registr

that the defendants used to register the varant

domain names, and

organization responsible for accrediting domain name registra;

varant domain names that defendats

have

which both explain

that the

registered are registered in a manner that gives the

consumers no legal rights to the domain names; nor the abilty

to utiJze or post content

Web sites associated with those domain names.

44 PX 30 (Christiansen (Wild West) Dec.

ICANN, the

4); PX 28 (Pritz (ICANN) Dec. 1J 6).

on the

. Case 1 :08-cv- 02783
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provide " searh

optimization

services that wiJ substantially increase and direct traffic to the consumers ' Web sites. As

discussed in Section m. , the FfC has submitted the delaration of a representative of Microsoft
that establishes that defendants ' claimed method of providing search engine optimization services
would be completely ineffective.'

The Individual Defendants are Liable
Balabanian , Benlolo , and Mulveney ar individually liable for the violations of the FTC
Act. An

individua1 may be held liable under the FTC Act if the Court finds that the individual:

(1) activeJy

paricipate in or had some measur of control over the corporation s deeptive

practices; and (2) knew or should have had knowledge or awarness about the misrepresentations.
FTC

v.

World Media Brokers 415 F.3d 758 , 764

Authority to contrl

can be evidenced by " active

(7th

Cir. 2005);

Amy Travel,

875 F. 2d at 573.

involvement in business affairs and the makng

of corporate policy, including assuming the duties of a corprate officer. Amy Travel 875 F.
at 573. The " knowledge requirement may be fulfiHed by showing that the individual has ' actual

knowledge of material misrepresentations; reckless indifference to the truth or falsity of such

misrepresentations, or an awareness of a high probability of fraud along with an intentional
avoidance of the troth. n;

Id.

at 574 (quoting

FTC

v.

Kiteo of Nev. , Inc. 612 F. Supp. 1282 , 1292

(D. Minn. 1985)). " (D)egre of paricipation in business affairs is probative of knowledge " and
ld.

the FTC need not show subjective intent to defraud.

The evidence shows that Balabanian

Benlolo, and Mulveney meet the test for holding them Hable.

drops

Balabanian is the president , vice president of operations , and a director of Data Business

Solutions. He also set up the mail

in Chicago where aU the consumers ' payments were

sent, allowing the defendants to hide their actual location. Benlolo is a principal of Data Business

SoJutions as well. All of the mal

received at the Chicago mail drop is shipped to Benlolo in

Canad. He is responsible for paying most of the company s bils for its own domain

registrations, as well as the varant domain names. Mulveney is also a principal of Data Business

Solutions. He is the company's contact with Wild West , and is involved in registering the varant
domain names. He has even used his own credit card to pay for some of the registration

45 PX 29 (Grte (Microsoft) Dec. Tl6 , 7).

fees.

);
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The positions of these individuals and their level of involvement in what appears to be a
closely-held corporation , is more than sufficient to establish their abilty to control corporate acts
and pratices.

v.

See World Media Brokers;

415 F. 3d at 764- 65;

FTC

875 F. 2d at 574;

Amy Travel,

Publ'g Clearing House 1997 WL 22245 (9th Cir. Jan. 15; 1997) (president heM JiabJe for
FTC

fraudulent practices);

Gem Mach. Corp. 87 F. 3d 466 469 (11th Cir. 1996) (sole owner
Standard Educators, Inc.

liable for corporate pracUces);

1973) ("

v.

v.

FTC 475 F. 2d 401 , 403 (D. C. Cir.

heavy burden of excuJpation rests on the chief executive and primar sharholder of a

c1oseJy heJd corporation whose stock in trade is overraching and deception.

FTC v. Kiteo of

Nevada 612 F. Supp. 1282 , 1292 (D. Minn. 1985) (authority to control evidenced by assumption

of officer duties). The evidence demonstrates that the individual defendants paricipated in or
controlled the deceptive practices at issue , and that they knew or should have known about the

misresentations. Therefore, each should be held individually liable , jointly and severally.

C.

Balance of Equities Favors the Requested Relief

In balancing the equities , the Court must assign grater weight to the public interest
advanced by the FfC than to any of the defendats ' private concerns.

See World Travel . 861

2d at 1029. The public equities ar compellng in this case. Here , the public has a strong

interest jn preventing further misrepresentations related to their domain names and in preserving

assets necessar to effective final relief. In contrast , the defendants have no legitimate interest in
continuing to unlawfully mislead consumers into paying for services that ar
provide.

not

neede or

32 F. Supp. 2d at 1009. The balance of the equities even more strngly

See Sabal;

See id.

favors the FTC because of the strong likeJihood of success on the merits of its claims.

D. An Asset

Freze and an Accounting are Necessary

In addition to enjoining the defendants ; unlawful conduct , the FTC seeks redrss for

defrauded consumers. To prevent concealment or dissipation of assets and to preserve effective
final relief, the FTC seeks an immediate freeze of the defendants ' assets and an immediate
accounting of assets. This Cour has authority to order a pary to "freeze " property under its

control , whether the propert is within or outside the United States.

See U.S.

Bank 379 U.S. 378 384 (1965). The Court also has authority to ordr
held abroad.

SEC

v.

Int'l Swiss Invs. Corp. 895 F. 2d

1272 ,

1276 (9th

v.

First Nat l City

an accounting of
Cir.

1989).

assets

Case 1 :08-cv- 02783
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permeated by

490 F. 2d 1334

fraud; the likelihood that assets wiH
See,

be dissipated during the pendency of the legal proceedings is high.

v. Vesco,

1347 (2d Cir. 1974);

SEC

v.

e.

458 F. 2d 1082
soleJy on

See, e. , U. S. Oil

pervasive fraudulent activities such as those found here.

, Int l Controls Corp.

Manor Nursing Ctrs., Inc"

1106 (2d Cir. 1972). Mindful of this, courts have ordered asset frezes

the basis of

Gas Corp. , 748

H. N. Singer 668 F. 2d at 1113. In fact , the Seventh Circuit has stated that district

2d. at 1434;

courts have a U duty"

to ensure that assets ar available for restitution when it is " probable that the

FfC (wil) prvaiJ in a
v.

also FTC
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World Travel 861 F. 2d at 1031;

final detennnation of the merits/'

see

Phoenix Avatar, ac 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14717, at *46 (N. D. m. July 29 2004);

FTC v. World Wide Factors, Ltd. 882 F. 2d 344 , 347 (9th Cir. 1989) (upholding fjnding of "

oppressive hardship to the defendats in requiring them to comply with the FTC Act , refrain from
fraudulent representations or preserve their assets from dissipation or concealment
The freze should extend

to the individual defendants ' assets to increas the likelihood

that consumers wiH receive full refunds. The defendants ' knowledge of and paricipation in the
practices and their failur

to act within their authority

individually liable for monetar daages.
E.

See World Travel 861 F. 2d

at 1031.

Relief is Necessary

Ex Pare

Ex paNe

to control those practices makes them

relief is necessar here. Absent

ex parte

relief, there exists the serious risk that

the defendants may dissipate or conceal assets. As discussed above, the defendants ' business
operations ar

penneated by, and

reliant upon , deeptive practices. Issuing the Temporar

Restraining Order with asset freeze without notice wil
effective relief. The issuance of an

ex parte

help preserve the possibiHty of

full and

order is appropriate when the evidence demonstrates

a Jikelihood that providing notice to the defendants would render the issuance of the order
fruitless.

Am. Can Co.

v.

Mansukhani 742 F. 2d 314 , 323 (7th Cir. 1984).

The defendants have attempted to hide their identities in a varety of ways. They have
operated under two different names , presumably changing names to avoid detection.

Furthermor , the defendants never provide their actual business addrss , and only rarly

provide a

telephone number for consumers to contact , making it nearly impossible for consumers to reach

% PX 27 (Jodlowska (BBB) Dec. 110) (BBB noticed use of new name around Dec. 2006).

);

Case 1 :08-cv- 02783
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The enclosed return envelopes are even addressed to a

mail drp in Chicago rather than to the Canadian address at which the defendants run their

business. This Cour s ordr wil not only halt the forwarding of the

to Canada; but wil also

mal

suspend the processing of payments through any third paries. such as PayPal , that are located in

the United States. These provisions should help to ensure that no furter

financial

har

inflcted on U. S. consumers.
The fraudulent nature of the defendants ' scheme and the likelihood that the defendants
ex parte

would conceal or dissipate assets absent

relief, justify dispensing with notice to the

defendants until the Court has had the opportunity to ensure that effective pennent relief wi1
be available. Cours in ths district have routinely issued

ex pa.rte

relief under similar

circumstances in other FTC cases.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons; Plaintiff FTC requests that this Court enter the proposed

Temporar

Restraining Order

Ex Parte

and issue and Order to Show Cause Why a Preliminary

Injunction Should Not Issue.
Dated:

2008

\ l.

jr
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